Annual Sports Meet : 26th February, 2020

Feb 26th seemed to be a glorious day with the perfect weather on the cusp on winter and the threshold of spring. The audience was a cheerful lot of spectators filled with anticipation of a joyous and celebratory morning.

The day was spent in celebration of the spirit of sportsmanship and this was the true fibre through the day.

It started with the jog past with the chants of each house one louder than the other. The school song, the oath and the declaration of the sports meet open started the saga of group races, sprints, hurdles and many more fun filled and exciting events. All this amidst the hysteria of cheering parents, spirited cheerleaders, musical jingles added to the vibe of the morning.

The house enclosures were dolled up for the event with recycled and Eco friendly decorations which carried messages to the environment.

Every student on the field understood perfectly that it is the response to winning or losing that makes you a winner or a loser and every champion was once a contender who refused to give up.

With this thought in mind the prize distribution ceremony marked the end of a memorable and festive day which applauded the winners and motivated the others for next time.

In the words of Les Brown ...The harder the battle, the sweeter the victory.”